SEX DIFFERENCES IN TOBACCO ABSTINENCE: EFFECTS ON EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING
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Abstract

Aims. Several studies suggested that both sex and tobacco abstinence influence some cognitive processes such as memory and attention. However, very few studies have investigated whether males and females differ in executive functions in relation to tobacco abstinence. We investigated the effects of nicotine abstinence on executive functions in both males and females by using a virtual reality task (JEF). Design. A 2x2x8 mixed ANOVA was performed, with the percentages of task’s scores as dependent variable. Condition (Smoking and Abstinence) and Construct [Planning, Prioritization, Selective Thinking, Creative Thinking, Adaptive Thinking, Action Based Prospective Memory (ABPM), Event Based Prospective Memory (EBPM), Time Based Prospective Memory (TBPM)] as within subjects independent variables and Sex as between subject independent variable. Setting. Department of Human Sciences, Lumsa University in Rome. Participants. Thirty adults smokers, all University students, participated in the study (half females) (M age = 24.53; range = 18 – 35). Measurement. The Virtual Reality task (JEF), which assesses eight cognitive constructs. Findings. The main effect of Construct was significant (p< .0001) as the interaction between Sex and Construct (p<.01); post-hoc analysis showed that females obtained the lowest score in creative thinking while males obtained the lowest score in action-based prospective memory. More importantly, the interaction between Condition and Sex was also significant (p<.05) and post-hoc analysis indicated that males’ performance improved in the abstinence condition, whereas females’ performance remained quite stable across them. In both groups, event-based and time-based prospective memories obtained the highest scores. Conclusion. The results of this study partly confirmed previous findings about sex differences in cognitive processes and how tobacco abstinence may differently affect males and females. However, the use of a more sensitive ecological tool has permitted to capture isolated elements of executive functioning that reflect theories of fractionated executive processes and better clarify the effects of smoking and sex differences.
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Introduction

Several studies suggest that sex plays an important role in mediating the biological and the psychological effects of tobacco abstinence (Carpenter, Upadhyaya, LaRowe, Saladin, & Brady, 2006; Dickmann, Mooney, Allen, Hanson, & Hatsuksi, 2009; Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012; Dome, Lazary, Kalapos, & Rihmer, 2010; Hogle & Curtin, 2006) and there is also a consistent literature indicating sex differences in cognitive processes such as executive functions (Andreano & Cahill, 2009); Herlitz & Rechman, 2008; Krueger & Salthouse, 2010; Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012; McClernon, Kozink, & Rose, 2008). In the present study we investigated how executive functions may differ between males and females in nicotine abstinence.

Nicotine dependence syndrome is acknowledged as one of the major public health problems in the world, indeed during the 20th century, approximately 1 billion people died of diseases related to the smoking habit (WHO, 2013). Nicotine is an alkaloid acting as an agonist at nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in the brain (nAChRs) and its acute administration in humans is related to mild euphoria and enhancement in cognition (Markou, 2008; Picciotto & Corrigall, 2002). Persistent nicotine use develops into tolerance mediated by neuroadaptations, therefore after the last cigarette is smoked, a nicotine abstinence syndrome suddenly occurs (Markou, 2008). Abstinence-related signs and symptoms include depression, anxiety, irritable mood, disturbed appetite and reduced cognitive functioning (Shiffman, West, & Gilbert, 2004). Decreased cognitive functioning is considered as one of the most important relapse factor (Strasser, Kaufmann, Jepson, Perkins, Pickworth, Wileyto, et al., 2005) and the key element in the maintenance of smoking in tobacco-dependent individuals (APA, 2000), with strongest evidence in the area of sustained or vigilant attention, working memory, episodic memory and response inhibition (Ashare, Falcone, & Lerman, 2014; Hirshman, Rhodes, Zinser, & Merritt, 2004; Kelemen & Fulton, 2008; Merritt, Cobb, Moissinic, & Hirshman, 2010; Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012; Soar, Dawkins, Begum, & Parrott, 2008). As mentioned above, despite some studies suggest that sex plays an important role in mediating the biological and the psychological effects of tobacco abstinence (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2006) and that there are sex differences in cognitive processes (e.g., Andreano & Cahill, 2009), very few studies, and often with contradictory results, have investigated whether male and female smokers differ in executive functions in relation to tobacco abstinence (McClernon, Addicott, & Sweitzer, 2015).

Executive functions (EF) are generally defined as a complex set of cognitive processes that direct and orchestrate the activity of other cognitive systems involved in the execution of goal-directed behaviour such as memory and reasoning (Baddeley, Della Sala, Papagno, & Spinnler, 1997). The relationship between EFs’ performance and tobacco abstinence is demonstrated by the capacity of nicotine to increase the level of brain dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), where such functions are ascribed (Dawkins, Powell, West, Powell, & Pickering, 2007; Markou, 2008). Moreover, the theoretical framework explaining the association between cognitive deficits and relapse has been recently supported by evidence demonstrating the role of higher order cognitive control in the maintenance of goal-directed behavior (Ashare, Falcone, & Lerman, 2014; Hare, Camerer, & Rangel, 2009; Kounether, Charron, & Koecchin, 2009), suggesting that deficits in prefrontal cortex may interfere with the motivation needed to remain abstinent by removing the cognitive control necessary for facing cravings to smoke (Ashare, Falcone, & Lerman, 2014). The majority of studies evaluating the effects of nicotine on cognitive functions have focused on sustained attention and/or working memory and the general findings stated that abstinence induces a general decrease in performance and that participants reached their baseline cognitive state as soon as nicotine is introduced once again (Atzori, Lemmonds, Kotler, Durcan, & Boyle, 2008; Beaver, Long, Cole, Durcan, Bannon, Mishra, & Matthews, 2011; Foulds, Stapleton, & Swettenham, 1996; McClernon, Addicott, & Sweitzer, 2015). Nicotine abstinence has been connected also to disruptions in decision making and reward processing (Addicott, Baranger, Kozink, Smoski, Dichter, & McClernon, 2012), as well as in visual working memory (Dawkins, Powell, West, Powell, & Pickering, 2007). By contrast verbal fluency and response inhibition have been both found to be ameliorated in abstinence condition (Dawkins, Powell, West, Powell, & Pickering, 2007). Such abstinence-induced or reduced deficits, reported soon after the last cigarette is smoked (Hendricks, Ditre, Drobes, & Brandon, 2006) and generally lasting for weeks (Gilbert, McClernon, Rabinovich, Sugai, Plath, Asgaard, & Botros, 2004), could be considered as predictors of cessation outcomes (Patterson, Jepson, Loughead, Perkins, Strasser, Siegel, & Lerman, 2010). In the current study we investigated how executive functions may differ between males and females in nicotine abstinence. In order to capture isolated elements of EF, in accordance to theories of cognitive fractionated processes (Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howarter, 2000), we used a Virtual Reality Assessment known as JEF®, Jansari Assessment of Executive Functions (Jansari, Devlin, Agnew, Akesson, Murphy, & Leadbetter, 2014). This tool is known to have more ecological validity and sensitivity than traditional assessments (Jansari, Foggatt, Edginton, & Dawkins, 2012). JEF® examines a range of executive functions concurrently; namely, planning, prioritization, selection, creative thinking, adaptive thinking and three prospective memory measures (time-based, event-based and action-based). Performance is tested independently for each cognitive construct and in addition an average performance score across all constructs is also yielded; in this way the researcher can have an overall understanding of the participant’s level of executive functions as well as a breakdown of performance on individual elements (Jansari, Devlin, Agnew, Akesson, Murphy, & Leadbetter, 2014).
JEF® resulted to be able to explore the impact of nicotine (Jansari, Froggatt, Edginton, & Dawkins, 2012) as such as other drugs like ecstasy (Montgomery, Hatton, Fisk, Ogden, & Jansari, 2010), alcohol (Montgomery, Ashmore, & Jansari, 2011) and cannabis (Montgomery, Seddon, Fisk, Murphy, & Jansari, 2012) on cognitive processes.

Material and Method
Participants

We interviewed 194 individuals (60 males and 134 females), all declaring to be smokers of cigarettes. All participants were students at LUMSA University in Rome. Thirty participants (half females and half males) met all of the study criteria for inclusion in the analyses ($M$ age = 24.53; range = 18–35). The exclusion criteria was to be only an occasional smoker and not a daily cigarette addicted and this was established through the administration of the shorter version of the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND), a useful self-report measure of dependency on nicotine (Fagerström, 1978; Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, & Fagerström, 1991; Fagerström, Russ, Yu, Yunis, & Foulds, 2012) (see Appendix for FTND questions and scoring). This version of the questionnaire consists of six items, filled out by the smoker and the test scores range from 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater nicotine dependence. Participants were excluded if they score on the FTND was < 4. There was no significant difference in Fagerström scores for males ($M = 4.14, SD = 0.90$) and female participants ($M = 4.75, SD = 0.89$). There was homogeneity in our groups since there were no significant differences for age, years of education and Fagerström scores. Prior to start the experiment, all participants provided an informed consent and the study was approved by the Ethic committee of the University.

Task and Procedure

JEF® is a virtual reality assessment where the participant is asked to act as an office assistant. Participants first read the scenario and instructions are given about how to navigate around the virtual environment after being given time to practice using the tool. The instrument takes the form of a software that, once activated, looks like an office setting, where the participant is going to begin his/her first work day. It is explained that the manager is absent and therefore he/she can not supervise his/her work. However, the manager has left a list of supplies that need to be executed. This list is referred as to the ‘Manager’s Tasks for Completion’ and consists of 10 activities that the participant has to complete in the most appropriate manner for him/herself. In addition to the list of activities already laid out, four requests noticed in the mail arrived during the assessment (which asked participant to perform other tasks), and furthermore, there are two other non-explicit tasks that require the participant to respond to a novelty. There are two rooms in the environments, the participant’s office and a meeting room, in which a meeting is going to take place forty minutes after the assessment starts; the two rooms are linked by a corridor and the participant can freely move between the one and the other. All the tasks required to the participants take place in these two rooms (see Figure 1).

The tasks refer to eight executive behaviors, considered fundamental in the analysis of executive functions: ‘planning’, ‘prioritization’, ‘selection’, ‘creative thinking’, ‘adaptive thinking’ and three types of ‘prospective memory’ (‘action-based’, ‘event-based’ and ‘time-based’). Participants are required to carry out two tasks for each construct and their performance on each task is assessed through predetermined criteria and a corresponding three-level scoring system. Participants receive a score of 0, 1 or 2, depending on how successful they are at reaching the requirements of the task criteria. As an example, for the prioritization construct the participant is required to arrange objects or to schedule events in a certain order which allows to proceed. Scoring are collected on the full completed set of anonymized (numerically coded) data by the test administrator. Performance is scored manually against a strict protocol on a pro-form for which previous studies have demonstrated an interrelated reliability ranging between 0.956 and 1.0 for scoring on individual constructs. In total, the JEF® task takes approximately 40 minutes to be completed. The scores for the tasks are then summed and a percentage score is calculated for each construct. In accordance to previous studies (Rusted & Trawley, 2006), participants were requested to smoke as they normally do in the Smoking status, and to refrain from smoking for at least 2 hours prior to testing in the Abstinence condition. In order to ensure that participants did in fact abstain from smoking, they were controlled and monitored all the time since the last cigarette by research staff. To check the effect of the measure (such as a practical effect in learning tasks) condition smoking was randomized in a way that half of the participants carried out the first session in Smoking condition and the second in the Abstinence, while for the other half the order was reversed. At each session, participants completed the JEF® (Jansari, Devlin, Agnew, Akesson, Murphy, & Leadbetter, 2014) in the...
Italian version. The assessment was administered in a quiet laboratory at Lumsa University in Rome in the Department of Human Sciences. Participants were reminded of their right to withdraw at any time throughout the testing session. At the end of the first testing session, appointments were made for participants’ second sessions three weeks later. The research complies with the Declaration of Helsinki by the World Medical Association and was authorized by the Ethical Committee of the University.

Results and Discussion

We performed a 2x2x8 mixed ANOVA, with the percentages of the correct scores at each of the eight JEF’s constructs as dependent variables, Condition (Smoking and Abstinence) and Construct (with 8 levels, Prioritization, Selective Thinking, Creative Thinking, Adaptive Thinking, ABPM, EBPM, TBPM) as the within subjects independent variables and Sex as the between subject variable. When interactions were observed, post-hoc t-test were conducted to clarify the nature of the interaction.

The main effects of Condition and Sex were not significant, while obviously Construct (F=(1,7) = 10.81, p< .0001) was significant, confirming that these constructs measured different aspects of cognitive processes and that there is a big variability between them. In particular, event-based prospective memory (92.5%) obtained the highest value which differs significantly to all the other constructs (p<.01) except for time-based prospective memory (82%). Planning, prioritization, selection and creativity did not differ from each other but only to respect to the memory measures (planning (62%) vs. event-based (92.5%) and time-based (82%), p< .001 in both cases; prioritization (74%) vs. action-based (58%) and event-based, p<.05 and p<.01 respectively; selective thinking (75%) vs. action-based and event-based, both p<.01; creative thinking (69%) vs. event-based, p<.01; adaptive thinking (72.5%) vs. action-based and event-based, p<.05 and p<.01, respectively). More relevant for our study is the significant interaction between Condition and Sex (F(1,28)= 5.68, p<.05) and post-hoc analysis indicated that the performance of males improved significantly in the abstinence condition (71% vs. 80%, p=.05, respectively), whereas females’ performance remained equal across conditions (smoking: 71%; abstinence: 69% p>.1).

The interaction between Sex and Construct was also significant (F(1,7)= 2.84, p<.01) and post-hoc analysis specified that within the female group the construct with the worst performance was creative thinking (54%) and that it differed significantly from both the females’ event-based prospective memory (EBPM, 93%, p< .0001) and time-based prospective memory (TBPM, 81%, p<.001) and both males’ event-based prospective memory (EBPM, 92%, p< .0001) and time-based prospective memory (TBPM, 82.5%, p<.01). Both males and females obtained higher scores in two out of three memory constructs and there were no differences between them (males: EBPM: 92%; TBPM: 82%; females: EBPM: 93%; TBPM: 81%). By contrast, within the male group, males’ action-based prospective memory obtained the lowest scores (54%), that differed significantly from all the other constructs other than Planning and Prioritization (selection: 78%, p= 0.02; creative thinking: 83%, p=0.001; adaptive thinking: 78%, p=0.02; EBPM: 92%, p=.000; TBPM: 0.002; planning: 65%, p=.1; prioritization: 73% p>.01). Males’ action-based prospective memory differed also significantly from females’ EBPM (93%) and TBPM (81%). Also in females, action-based prospective memory obtained the worst performance within the memory construct (ABPM: 62%; EBPM: 93%; TBPM: 81%) and differed significantly compared to EBPM (p< .01). Neither the interaction between Condition x Construct or the three-way interaction were significant. In Figure 2 the percentages of correct scores obtained by males and females in the 8 constructs and the overall performance are reported (this latter was not inserted in the statistical analysis).

Insert Figures 2 about here

The aim of this study was to explore whether males and females might differ in the effects of tobacco abstinence on specific aspects of executive functions using a virtual reality assessment (Jansari, Devlin, Agnew, Akesson, Murphy, & Leadbetter, 2014). Through this test, eight EF’s constructs were investigated (planning, prioritization, selection, creative thinking, adaptive thinking, action-based prospective memory, event-based prospective memory and time-based prospective memory) in Smoking and Abstinence (two hours) conditions, in a sample of male and female healthy young adults, that can be considered representative of the adult population. The more interesting result of our study concerns the significant interaction between Sex and Condition, which showed that in Abstinence males performed significantly better than in Smoking condition, whereas females’ performance remained stable across the two states. These results are consistent with previous findings where verbal fluency and response inhibition have been shown to improve in abstinent smokers (Dawkins, Powell, West, Powell, & Pickering, 2007) and where females, differently from males, performed equally under conditions of tobacco abstinence as when smoking normally (Merritt, Cobb, Moissinac, & Hirshman, 2010; Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012). This is in line with evidence that males and females may use different encoding strategies or recruit different brain regions in order to cope with the effects of tobacco abstinence (Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012). However, the literature presented also contrasting findings. For example, Van Voorhees, McClenon, Fuemmeler, English,
Anyway, further studies, including variables such as a different time frame of abstinence (Addicott, Baranger, Kozink, Rezende, Fecteau, & Fregni, 2009; Fregni, Ligouri, Fecteau, Nitsche, Pascual-Leone, & Boggio, 2008), and inhibitory control, particularly involved in craving behavior (Fraser & Rosen, 2012; Boggio, Ligouri, Sultani, and also as a mean to change stimulus-induced behavior (Boggio, Ligouri, Sultani, Rezende, Fecteau, & Fregni, 2012). In this line, Jacobsen, Krystal, Mencel, Westerveld, Frost, & Pugh (2005) found that males in abstinence performed worst in tasks investigating selective and divided attention. From the literature it emerges a difficulty in comparing results of different studies since, as in the examples just mentioned above, too many methodological differences are present. First, the choice of the cognitive construct as well as the task used in the different studies are often very heterogeneous. Moreover, studies may differ for the type of sample (e.g., clinical vs. typical population, e.g., Van Voorhees et al. (2012), the way in which nicotine is assumed (cigarette vs. gum, e.g., Jansari, Devlin, Agnew, Akesson, Murphy, & Leadbetter, 2014; Ernst, Heishman, Spurgeon, & London, 2001; Bohadana, Nilsson, Rasmussen, & Martinet 2000), the temporal window of abstinence (Atzori, Lemmonds, Kotler, Durcan, & Boyle, 2008; Beaver, Long, Cole, Durcan, Bannon, Mishra, & Matthews, 2011; Addicott, Baranger, Kozink, Smoski, Dichter, & McClernon, 2012; Hirshman, Rhodes, Zinser, & Merritt, 2004; McClernon, Kozin, Lutz, & Rose, 2009) or the individual smoking history (Atzori, Lemmonds, Kotler, Durcan, & Boyle, 2008; Ernst, Heishman, Spurgeon, & London, 2001). Finally, even the definition and the measurement of smoking addiction and abstinence are quite different thorough the investigations, such as the relative criteria of selection of smokers and non-smokers population (Jacobsen, Krystal, Mencel, Westerveld, Frost, & Pugh, 2005). Indeed, while in our study we used a 2 hours smoking abstinence time window, others used at least 12 hours (Ashare, Falcone, & Lerman, 2014; Merritt, Cobb, Moissinac, & Hirshman, 2010; Merritt, Cobb, & Cook, 2012; Dawkins, Powell, West, Powell, & Pickering, 2007).

The reasons why we chose the 2-hour time window are essentially related to: 1) evidences from the literature indicating that cognitive components of the nicotine withdraw syndrome may develop anytime between 1 and 24 hours of smoking (Bell, Taylor, Singleton, Henningfield, & Heishman, 1999; Gross, Jarvik, & Rosenblatt, 1993; Parrott, Garnham, Wesnes, & Pincock, 1996), 2) the fact that in the previous study by Jansari et al. (2012), where the JEF was used, the same time window was adopted and finally 3) the evidence that a smoker, as selected with our questionnaire, would not be able to resist to smoking for such a long time. A further result is that the three memory constructs (prospective memory based on event, action and time) were highly sensitive to the experimental manipulation when compared to the other constructs, thus seeming to act as a separate set. Both males and females reported high time-based and event-based prospective memory scores. Among the three, action-based prospective memory obtained the lowest results and the interaction by sex qualified this relation, since this was particularly true for males.

Females showed a lower performance on creative thinking not only compared to all the other constructs but also when compared to males’ creative thinking and this is consistent with differences in creativity between sex reflected in the literature (Baer & Kaufman, 2008; Torrance & Aliotti, 1969). Other research has highlighted the significant interaction between sex and specific constructs. Merrit et al. (2007) demonstrated a qualitative difference in how males and females respond to a selective attention task and other studies demonstrated a superior episodic memory performance in females, particularly for verbal material (Andreano & Cahill, 2009; Herlitz & Rehman, 2008). More recent formulations of memory processes have underlined the role of inhibitory mechanisms in the processing of efficient remembering (Montgomery, Ashmore, & Jansari, 2011), where the suppression of irrelevant material is the key in the effective processing of relevant material (Jansari, Froggatt, Edginton, & Dawkins, 2012). Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that nicotine can improve inhibitory control. In this regard, it would be interesting to consider neuromodulatory treatment of the dorsolateral-prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which is the locus of executive functioning and inhibitory control, particularly involved in craving behavior (Fraser & Rosen, 2012; Boggio, Ligouri, Sultani, Rezende, Fecteau, & Fregni, 2009; Fregni, Ligouri, Fecteau, Nitsche, Pascual-Leone, & Boggio, 2008).
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Appendix

(a) How soon after you wake do you smoke your first cigarette?

(b) Do you find it difficult to refrain from smoking in places where it is forbidden, for example, church, library, cinema, etc.?

(c) Which cigarette would you hate most to give up?

(d) How many cigarettes/day do you smoke?

(e) Do you smoke more frequently during the first hours after waking than during the rest of the day?

(f) Do you smoke if you are so ill that you are in bed most of the day?

The scoring is interpreted as follows:
1 - 2 = low dependence
3 - 4 = low to mod dependence
5 - 7 = moderate dependence
8+ = high dependence

In the current study participants were selected if their scoring on the Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence (Heatherton, Kozlowski, Frecker, & Fagerström, 1991) was ≥ 4.
Figure captions

Figure 1. Screen capture of the virtual reality assessment JEF©

Figure 2. The percentage of correct scores obtained by males and females in the 8 constructs are reported (PL: planning; PRI: priorization; SEL: selection; CRE: creativity; ADAT: adaptive thinking; ABPM: prospective action-based memory; EBPM: prospective event-based memory; TBPM: prospective timed-based memory). OVERALL: all the constructs taken together (that was not included in the statistical analysis).
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